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DENON BOWS FIVE NEW PRODUCTS FOR ENTHUSIAST CUSTOMERS
AND THE CUSTOM INTEGRATION MARKET AT CEDIA 2007
-- Introducing New 10-Channel Amplifier, A/V Controller Processor, Multiple Source Tuner
with Expansion Slots, 12 Zone Power Amplifier and HDMI Video Processor/ Switcher --

Mahwah, NJ – September 6, 2007 — Denon Electronics, a world leader in high-performance
home entertainment components, today introduced five innovative products designed to meet the
demands of both discriminating A/V consumers and the custom integration marketplace. With
these new products, Denon® demonstrates its commitment to enhancing the lives of the
enthusiast customer as well as to giving custom integrators the reliable tools they need to serve
their clients with advanced home entertainment solutions, including “whole home connectivity.”
Denon’s new products include the POA-A1HDCI 10-Channel Power Amplifier ($7,000), the
AVP-A1HDCI Controller Processor ($7,000), the TU-604CI Expandable Multi-Tuner
(SRP: $999), the DVP-602CI HDMI Video Processor/Switcher (SRP: $2,499), and the
POA-3012CI Multi-Zone Amplifier (SRP: $1,999).

Joe Stinziano, Denon’s Senior Vice President for Sales & Marketing, noted, “At CEDIA, Denon is
signaling both our intention and our ability to lead the industry in CI-dedicated, high-end
components as well as innovative whole-house audio distribution and advanced home
entertainment products for discriminating consumers. With our products geared toward custom
integrators, we specifically focused on creating rugged and super-reliable solutions for a variety of
advanced system-building needs. And with our range of new high-end products for consumers,
we focused on both enhanced HD video and audio performance, as well as home entertainment
connectivity and networking applications, providing powerful yet simple solutions for multiple
applications. Most importantly, we’ve addressed key consumer concerns throughout the line,
such as ease-of-use and installation, in order to remove any remaining barriers that might prevent
our customers from enjoying ‘boundless entertainment’.”
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New A/V Separates for Discriminating “Enthusiast” Consumers
With Denon’s two new high end separates, the POA-A1HDCI 10-Channel Power Amplifier and
the AVP-A1HDCI Controller Processor, the company combines the advanced functionality of its
ultimate-quality components with advanced multi-zone and networking capabilities, giving
dedicated home entertainment aficionados the upscale solutions they need to enjoy ultimatequality audio and video performance. The POA-A1HDCI is a THX Ultra2 Certified, 10-channel
power amplifier boasting 150 watts per channel. When coupled with the AVP-A1HDCI, the
POA-A1HDCI allows users to create systems that provide multi-zone functionality and highperformance audio enjoyment. The unit’s 10, mono block amplifier construction provides clean,
high-output power to all channels. Designed to run 4-ohm loads, the POA-A1HDCI meets all
demands required of today’s high-performance home theater components.

Following its success in Denon’s renowned DVD players, Denon has added the advanced Silicon
Optix Realta chipset to its new AVP-A1HDCI, enabling enhanced video performance with
upconversion and scaling to 1080p from all analog and digital sources, including the ability to use
Realta Noise Reduction circuitry for 1080p input signals. This powerful chipset is just one of many
advanced features that make the reference-quality AVP-A1HDCI one of the world’s most
advanced audio/video controllers. The AVP-A1HDCI features six HDMI inputs and two HDMI
outputs and also includes built-in Ethernet and Wi-Fi 802.11b/g connectivity.

Three New Products Geared Toward CI Market
Denon’s three new CI-dedicated, high-end components, the TU-604CI Expandable Multi-Tuner,
the DVP-602CI HDMI Video Processor/Switcher, and the POA-3012CI Multi-Zone Amplifier, all
slated to be available in December 2007, demonstrate the company’s commitment to leading the
way in custom installation whole-house audio distribution and high-end video processing. The
TU-604CI Expandable Multi-Tuner, for instance, provides custom integrators with a host of new
and exciting options for high-quality multi-zone music distribution throughout the home. It
features dual AM/FM tuners pre-installed, with four optional slots for Plug & Play tuner cards.
These slots can be filled with AM/FM, HD Radio and XM satellite radio ready cards (subscription
required), providing access to some of today’s most exciting radio content. An Ethernet port
offers control and configuration via PCs, and like other Denon CI-designated products, the
TU-604CI features the company’s Remote Maintenance feature, which allows custom integrators
- more -
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to diagnose, correct, update and remotely perform maintenance on the units without the need to
travel to their customer’s home.
The ultimate video-enhancement add-on component, Denon’s new DVP-602CI HDMI Video
Processor/Switcher, uses the powerful and Emmy Award Winning Silicon Optix Realta chipset to
ensure superior video performance, with upconversion and scaling to 1080p from all analog and
digital sources. The unit’s HDMI1.3a switching capability with Deep Color support ensures the
ultimate video performance with display devices, and thanks to its switching capability between 6
inputs and simultaneous output to 2 monitors, it affords an easy solution for multi-display home
entertainment installations. The DVP-602CI will also implement Silicon Optix Realta Noise
Reduction Circuitry and perform image correction on HD video signals from Blu-ray Disc players
or HD-DVD players, ensuring the highest quality video signal is being passed along to today’s
high definition displays.

The Denon POA-3012CI is a fully configurable power amplifier that provides impeccable audio
reproduction in up to 12 different zones (twelve in mono, six in stereo) throughout the
home/business. It features 30 Watts X 12 channel or 120 Watts x 6 of distributed power, and is
designed to deliver superb sound from both analog and digital sources. The rugged chassis and
high-quality components are built for long life and performance. Notably, the amplifier allows
custom integrators to combine it with other amps for virtually unlimited multi-zone capability in
large-scale applications. The POA-3012CI features RCA jack inputs for connecting sources.
Other custom integration friendly features include Auto Sense Power On, detachable power cord,
assignable high output DC triggers, RS-232C port for use with third party control systems and link
control for use with Denon’s Power controller. A built-in Ethernet port affords 3rd party command
and control.

In addition to the five new products being introduced at CEDIA, Denon will demonstrate a broad
range of recently introduced products that offer advanced networking capability and custom
integration features. With a focus on whole-home networking, Denon’s new products include a
wide range of custom-integration friendly solutions, from the groundbreaking Profile 1 version 1.1
Blu-ray Disc player and transport to advanced multi-channel audio/video receivers and a Fully
Programmable RF/IR Remote Control System. Other high-performance products being
showcased at CEDIA include new compact networked home entertainment systems, Network- more -
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Enabled A/V clients with iPod functionality and a surround sound enhancement system for flatpanel TVs.

About Denon Electronics
Denon is a world leader in the manufacture of the highest quality home theater, audio and
software products. Denon is recognized internationally for innovative and groundbreaking
products and has a long history of technical innovations, including the development and first
commercialization of PCM digital audio. Denon Electronics is owned by D&M Holdings Inc.
About D&M Holdings Inc.
D&M Holdings Inc. is a global operating company providing worldwide management and
distribution platforms for premium consumer, automotive, commercial and professional audio and
video businesses including Denon®, Marantz®, McIntosh® Laboratory, Boston Acoustics®, Snell
Acoustics, Denon DJ, Escient®, ReplayTV®, Calrec Audio, D&M Professional and D&M Premium
Sound Solutions. Our technologies improve the quality of any audio and visual experience. All
product and brand names with a trademark symbol are trademarks or registered trademarks of
D&M Holdings, Inc. or its subsidiaries. For more information visit www.dm-holdings.com.
###
DISCLAIMER
Statements in this news release that are not statements of historical fact may include forward looking
statements regarding future events or the future financial performance of the company. We wish to caution
you that such statements are just predictions and that actual events or results may differ materially.
Forward looking statements involve a number of risks and uncertainties surrounding competitive and
industry conditions, market acceptance for the company's products, risks of litigation, ability to meet
targeted launch dates, technological changes, developing industry standards and other factors related to
the company's businesses. The Company reserves all of its rights.
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